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3
Globalization and New Internationalism have quickly become two of the most common

and comprehensi e theories for discussing contemporary art in the early twent -first century.
Moving beyond the fonnal qualities of a Eurocentric paradiom today ' s art movement is often

associated with ephemeral practices that span outside of both national territories and museum
, alls. While acti ating public pace and integrating electronic multimedia, arti ts and curators
have begun to challenge the formal art institutional apparatus, showcasing a worldwide spectacle

that merge together We tern and non-Western art.
As a result, new global perspectives challenge the notion that there is and always ha

been one art world. As international borders open up, artists \ ho were once marginalized by a
Western centered art world are now international! recognized for their social activism and
global impact. This phenomenon has widened the domain of di scourse withjn the a11 world. 1 So

what does this mean for ait theory?
none hand, diversity within the a1t . phere is a positive development. It encourage.

scholars to consider elements of art beyond the framework .o f a Western canon and European
centered ideology. As. ociety move. fo1ward into an era where art is sold online

high" a11 and

"low" culture have become bhmed.2 Similarly, communication and collaboration among artists
has preceded internationally and the old system of "art speak has opened its doors to a more
global spectacle.' Hierarchies are becoming dismantled and more and more people have access

to an institution that was once mies b the elite.
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On the other hand however this diversity also poses a challenge to scholars. The

language and context for discussing and speculating about , arks of art is no longer fixed. The
art world has been stretched and morphed into a nauseating flux of intercontinental semantics.

This paper will in estigate recent ways in which theorists such as Lotte Philipsen have begun to
s stematically approach the is ue and ,vh many, like Art Hi torian Pamela Lee ha e deemed
the a11 world tenninally ill.

Firstly, in order to discuss the degeneration of the art

orld, " re must define what it i

that the art world" actually is and what it represents in toda ' s society. It is easy to talk about

there being such a place without defining it at all. The term art world has consequent! been used
ubiquitously throughout academia with no further explanation. A brief outline of the
development of the art world will be necessary for the discussion of new at1 theo1y.

Beginning with the Western notion of the academy, our historical understanding of an art
world evolved from the middle age. and .o on through European craft guilds of the hvelfth

ceutury.4 Guilds were municipal organizations and regulated monopolies which inspired the
modern sense of the academy where intellectuals met informally and discussed

reek

philosophy.5 This brought about intellectual changes within the department of fine art,
introducing the notion of "disegno,

6A

term the stands for both design and dra-wing, and signals

creativity, disegno inspired a vocabulary of art that undoubtedly framed the art world that we
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know up to today. 7 It is also important to note that the academic att:ih1de emphasized a rigorous
hierarchy of speech and discourse that , ould significant! affect societ s relationship to art. 8
In his book, How to Study Ari Worlds: On the Societal Functioning ofAesthetic r'alue
Hans Van Maanen puts forth a critical overvie, regarding a history of theories for how the arts
function in societ .9 Influenced b

ome of the mo t renowned ae the tic phi lo opher

uch a

Author Danto George Dickie, and Pierre Bourdieu, the term a1t world was established to
describe a systematic commonplace. More pecificall , tated b Dickie "the art enterpri e can

be seen to be a complex of interrelated roles governed by conventional and non-conventional
rules.'

10

The rules mentioned by Dickie encompass a collective of artists performers audience
members critics and theorists. The art world is a domain or a system fo1· thinking that allows for
the establishment of theo1y in order to contextualize aesthetic val ue and discuss the occupation
of a work of art, triangulating its relationship between society and its contempora1·ies. 11 Any type
of theory of course requires a single intrinsic language that is shared within the parameters of
the a11 world. Thi. language so to speak has a histo1foally developed nature that change. along
with societal conditions. 12 fo other words, the a1t world is not necessarily a physical or material
location; it is an institution within society that contains a specific vocabula1y. It is a sanctioned
place that provide the ne{:e. ary context for both the production of art work, and discussion of
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relevancy and meaning. Without such specificities the fonnulaic prope1ties used to theorize

about \; orks of art become complicated, or even \; orse; the cease to exist.
Dialectical complications arc often referred to as paradiam shifts in which scholars of a

specific time period collectively change their minds about scientific, political, or cultural
concept .13 Such e ents ha e happened throughout ociet

understanding of history. Under

changing societal conditions and advancing technological fe1vor critics scholars, and thinkers

tum tone

of establishing a dialect about aesthetics. 14

This is precisely what Lotte Philipsen attempts to do in her book, Globalizing the

Contempora,y Art World. Philipsen suggests that our single, cosmopolitan institution of art has
become dismantled by an intemational epidemic. Our art world has experienced an accelerated
number of intemationa] biennials triennials, touring exhibitions, galleries experimental

museums commercial spaces, p1ivate collections, art school academies, and lest not forget
online blogs. 15 ucb branding mechanisms have made artists' collections widely available to the

masses, creating spectacular public affairs throughout the world. 16 The implementation these
international ci rcuit. bas eroded current dialectical properties, simultaneously degrading the

institutional vocabulary of the a,t world and creating an "anything-goes" approach to the
definition of art. 17 Due to its increasing heterogeneity and cross-cultural perspective

finor Ait History s History, 83
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contemporary art has become dift'icult to describe, qualify, and h·anslate into rational academic
writing. 18 Theorist and critic, Pamela Lee, recognizes a similar isual arts phenomenon.
In her book Forgettino the A,t World, Lee diagnoses our accelerated visual culture with a
ery unique illness. Our art world suffers from an ailment akin to something like schizophrenia
or posttraumatic tres di order; it has lost it si ngulari ty, focus, social ground, and e tabli hed
dialect 19 The a,t world as we know it has become subject to infinite shape-shifting, prodded b
multifarious inter ection of politics economics and globalism.20
According to Lee this sickness is largely a symptom of a cybernetic age that has pulled
together a see mingly endless network of art sponsorship from around the world.21 She suggests
that this global epidemic has forced society to forget the ait world, and describes the
cil'cmnstanc~ as an "eclip e of a histo1foal notion of the ait world. " 22 In tum, society lias
deconstructed the language used to talk about works of art. This pandemic has introduced a crisis

fo1· mt tbeo1y and methodology as it once operated ·within a di stinctly homogenous and
Eurocentric voca bulary?' She states that the art world was once a closed system that "enabled
the woJ"k of a11 to function as a coherent and autonomous thing v itltin that ' negotiated
environment' - transparent to those who inhabited that system 's still well-policed borders."24
However no longer are those borders policed . In fact, globalization has ensured the
destruction of those very borders. Under such conditions, scholars, theorists, a1tist , and curators
1
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are challenged to search for what still separates the work of art from everyday reality.2 5 This also

proposes the issue of quality,

o,;

hich is inherently linked to a profoundly Western elitism. The

notion of beauty and quality as Vemon Minor suggests has been (up until now) strongly tied to

patriarchy

biases of the ruling clas " and cholar of higher education. Perhap forgetting the

art world is a positive phenomenon that allows us to dimini sh such old school ideologies.

At the outset, this "eclip e' that Lee describes, i · reminecCent of a Marxist critique.
Perhaps one might call it a semantic stalemate" marked by plurali m of the late twentieth

centu,y in \ hich we ha e homogenized the ve,y notion of culture and revealed just how elitist
the a11 institutional apparatus may be. 26 However, what Lee is describing might actually be a

development of concepts stemming from the early 1990s that indicate an era after mani:.ism and
pluralism. Lotte Phi]ipsen recognizes the Whitney Bi.ennial 1993 as an event that pinpoints this

exact juncture, and illustrates the same degeneration and shapelessness of the art world that Lee
describes in ber 2012 publication.

For various reasons this 1993 biennial marked a shift awa from a European emphasis on
pure aesthetic quality. · ' Much like Parisian salons of the late nineteenth centu1y , the Whitne
Biennial is known for being a "self-appointed beacon of the arts." In her examination of the
Whih1ey Biennial 1993 academic a1t c11tic, Luis Camnitzer, describes the exhibit as a

particularly historical moment that recognized artists from marginalized groups of society. She
noticed that emerging artists seemed to be selected based on interests in alterity political
discourse and social justice issues. Highlights of the shov included George Holliday s home25
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video footage of Los Angeles Police beating Rodney King (fiaure I) an incident that soon after
sparked heated concern for the treatment of minorities.28 Another important aspect of the show
included Kiki Smith ' s Mother (fon1re 2), which encouraged discussion about the social and
political relationships tied to a woman s bod . These pieces v ere non nonnati e works of art
with little formal aesthetic qualitie . It was unu ·ual that the , ould be curated and placed within
such a facility that signified Western elitism.
In 2002 another international exhibition Documenta 11 , sought to e cape the confines of
We .tern tradition. Nigerian ba ed curator Okwui Enwezor was selected to lead one of the first
international exhibitions to truly re eal global realities and diffuse Western ideology. Enwezor
stressed the importance of postcoloniality," which aims to shatter We tern global optics to
articulate modalities that define the new meaning-and memo1y-making systems of tbe late
modernity."29 In opposition to avant-garde, and moving away from existing epistemological
structure. Enwezor used Documeota 11 in Kas el

ennaoy to attack the ve1y institutions to

which Documenta itself belonged. His goal was to generate spaces "seen as forums of
committed ethical and intellectual reflection. ' 30 Like the Whitney Biennial 1993, thi. was an
experience for scholars and viewers that was completely different from any Documenta that
came before.
Some critics were excited about this apparent moment of change that bridged together a11
and sociely through themes of difference and identity . It had become very clear that the Whitney
Biennial 1993 attempted to reveal the ide-a that the very definition of art wa. not universal The
biannual event also raised an issue about the art institutional apparatus. Despite new technology
2
l9
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communications and global effotts to reco 0 niz.e the Other, the art world prior to the 1990s was

strongly tied to Western Imperialism.

1 Scholar

Benjamin Buchloh suggested that this specific

biennial created a positive push beyo nd the narrow and predominately western concern for pure

aesthetic qualit .32 The art featured in the Whitne Biennial I 993 was strongly subversi e,
political and performati e. It ,;: •as clear that a11ist and curators alike, were Jes concerne,d with
"fine art' s" Westem in ideology (or any type of a11 that was autonomous according to Immanua]

Kant).33
As a response to an era of continuous international spectacle that works to shatter

outdated models of art theo1y, Philipsen uses a tenn that she believes can address the cun-ent art
scene. New lnteroationalism, sbe describes, is a theo,y tliat challenges Western a,t hegemony,

deconstructs institutional language, and at1empts to eliminate geographical or ethnic
discriminatioll.34 The aim of New Internationalism is to antagonize the formal canon of Western

modernity and the art institutional apparatus.35 Philipsen explains that New lnternatfonalism is a
process of atticulation that attempts to replace the cul1'ent language of the art world with
ocabulruy that is much more complex in terms of spatial and tempornl differentiation.36

Furthermore Philipsen suggests that under the lheo1y of New Internationalism, the normative
taste within the art institution is contextually constructed.31 This means that the institutional
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interest in °loba1ity or minority cultures is a direct reflection of "the artist s person."38 In other

words, there is an interpersonal relationship that transpires bet\ een contemporary art and the
author of the work.39

In Forgetting the Art World, however, Pamela Lee mentions no such thing as Ne,:v
Internationalism. Lee 's notion of an eclipse is more ab tract and representational; a far more
metaphorical approach to art theory. She is merel concerned with the tuming point in the art

world 's e olution, where e en the critique of cultural capital seems

oefull inadequate to

capture the changes described. '"'° Lee does not suggest a theory of art that may help us move

forward in understanding contemporary art today. Instead, she simply describes how incredibly
non-normative art has become. She seems to speak to this idea that art is translatable only as

much as it is non-translatable- and that s it.
Regardless of Lee's philosophical prose, both she and Philipsen theorize that the ai·t

world can be saved so long as society begins to accept its ephemeral and fluctuating qualities.
Many a1tistJ and cholars have shunned this unfixed and unstable a1t world favoring a return to

Western semantics and aesthetic ideology.41 Instead of si mpl y forgetting the art world however,
as Lee suggest perhaps scholars shall consider a,t as a nodal point for creating a new
ocabulary.

In conclusion Lee and Philipsen do both admit that the spaces between the material
world and immaterial world the Western world and the non-Western world have collapsed. A

globalism outside of the art world has revealed a globalism within. Works of ait have been the
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prime mover in this realization. As Lee puts it, "in its mattetina and materialization ' the work of

art is both object o( and agent for, globalization.' 42 We cannot yet detennine what genre ,ve will
place today's contemporary art, but we do know that its impact has forever shaped (or unshaped)

the legacy of our societ , s language of art. Like every lunar eclipse though, this overcast of
confu ion "'~II pass as we build a new vernacular for the arts.

Figure 1 eorge Holliday Home Video oftlte Beating of Rodney King 1991
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Figure 2 Kiki Smith Mother 1992
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